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Summary

In September and October 2016, two vulnerabilities were reported by ISC (Internet Systems Consortium) for the DNS nameservice implementation BIND which could allow unauthenticated remote attackers to terminate a DNS server via specially crafted DNS request packets. The CVE IDs CVE-2016-2776 and CVE-2016-2848 were assigned.

This advisory describes the impact to Unify products and associated recommended actions.

The risk is rated medium for:

- OpenScape Voice V9 (in OpenScape Enterprise Express V9 installations)
- OpenScape Branch
- OpenScape SBC

Vulnerability Details

The BIND nameservice (named) on OpenScape Voice, OpenScape Branch, and OpenScape SBC may crash when constructing the response after having received specially crafted query packets on port 53/udp or port 53/tcp (CVE-2016-2776).

A similar effect may be caused by a vulnerability that existed, when earlier versions of BIND receive packets with malformed options (CVE-2016-2848). However, this vulnerability affects only older versions of OpenScape Voice, Branch or SBC that are out of software support already (i.e. before V7).

For further details refer to the Security Advisories published by ISC for CVE-2016-2776 and for CVE-2016-2848.

Affected Products

Products confirmed as vulnerable with medium risk:

- OpenScape Branch and SBC: V7 and V8 (all versions) and V9 before V9 R0.11.0
- OpenScape Voice V9 (in OpenScape Enterprise Express V9 installations)

CVSSv3 scores:

- Base Score: 5.3 (Medium)
- Temporal Score 5.1 (Medium) for OpenScape Branch and SBC
  CVSS v3 Vector (CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:L/E:H/RL:O/RC:C)
- Temporal Score: 5.3 (Medium) for OpenScape Enterprise Express V9

Products using the BIND nameservice implementation, but confirmed as not vulnerable:

- OpenScape 4000
- OpenStage Diagnostic Data Collector

Products using the BIND nameservice implementation, where investigation is ongoing:

- OpenScape Contact Center Call Director SIP Service (CDSS)

Recommended Actions

- OpenScape Branch and SBC: update to V9 R0.11.0 (release date: 2016-10-14) or any later version. No fix releases are planned for V7 or V8.
- OpenScape Voice V9 in OpenScape Enterprise Express (OSEE) installations: fix release pending.
Additional Mitigation Information:

In default installations, OpenScape Voice, Branch and SBC are not vulnerable, as the DNS Server is disabled.

OpenScape Branch and SBC:
OpenScape Branch and SBC are only affected if the DNS Server is enabled and configured as Slave or Master, but not when configured as Forwarding DNS Server.
In a DNS Slave configuration, restrict the DNS zones to trusted zones only and configure a trusted master DNS server only.

OpenScape Enterprise Express (OSEE) V9:
In OSEE V9 installations, the DNS service is enabled on the OpenScape Voice node to resolve domain names for all systems within the OSEE internal network. External - potentially malicious - DNS packets are transferred transparently from OpenScape SBC (acting as Forwarding Name Server) to OpenScape Voice. In those installations it is therefore more important to update OpenScape Voice, than OpenScape SBC.
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